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Abstract – We present the design and implementation
of RF-EATS, a system that can sense food and liquids
in closed containers without opening them or requiring
any contact with their contents. RF-EATS uses passive
backscatter tags (e.g., RFIDs) placed on a container, and
leverages near-field coupling between a tag’s antenna
and the container contents to sense them noninvasively.

In contrast to prior proposals that are invasive or re-
quire strict measurement conditions, RF-EATS is non-
invasive and does not require any calibration; it can ro-
bustly identify contents in practical indoor environments
and generalize to unseen environments. These capabil-
ities are made possible by a learning framework that
adapts recent advances in variational inference to the RF
sensing problem. The framework introduces an RF ker-
nel and incorporates a transfer model that together al-
low it to generalize to new contents in a sample-efficient
manner, enabling users to extend it to new inference tasks
using a small number of measurements.

We built a prototype of RF-EATS and tested it in
seven different applications including identifying fake
medicine, adulterated baby formula, and counterfeit
beauty products. Our results demonstrate that RF-EATS
can achieve over 90% classification accuracy in scenar-
ios where state-of-the-art RFID sensing systems cannot
perform better than a random guess.

1 Introduction

The networking community has recently witnessed a
surge in research that uses wireless signals for sensing
liquid and food properties [25, 21, 66, 77]. This research
is motivated by a desire to develop low-cost, ubiquitous
solutions for food safety sensing by leveraging pervasive
networking technologies. In contrast to traditional food
sensing solutions which rely on expensive equipment in
specialized labs, these new proposals aim to make food
safety sensing accessible to lay consumers. This can help
avoid widescale future health hazards like the Chinese
baby milk scandal [43], the Flint water crisis [70], and
the recurring alcohol poisoning problem which results in
hundreds of cases of blindness and death every year [32].

Despite initial steps made toward this vision [21, 77,
66], existing proposals still have fundamental limita-

tions that make them too invasive and/or impractical
for lay consumers. Specifically, they either require users
to extract liquid samples and place them in specialized
containers (which often involves a complex calibration
process) [21, 77, 56], or they can only operate cor-
rectly a single lab setup under strict measurement con-
ditions [66, 25]. These limitations make it difficult for
consumers to use such systems for testing products for
contamination or counterfeiting before purchasing and
outside pre-calibrated lab environments.

The goal of this paper is to develop a noninvasive,
zero-calibration system for wireless sensing of food and
liquids in practical environments. Such a system would
enable consumers to test food and liquids without open-
ing their containers and in different environments: super-
markets, grocery stores, or homes. Our system will rely
on off-the-shelf RFIDs (Radio Frequency IDentifiers),
similar to those used in some past proposals [25, 66].
RFIDs cost few cents each, and they have been widely
adopted by the industry as barcode replacements for bil-
lions of items (including food products). This makes
them ideal candidates for low-cost and ubiquitous food
sensing. Moreover, our recent research has demonstrated
that an RFID’s signal changes when it is placed on con-
tainers filled with different liquids due to near-field cou-
pling between the RFID’s antenna and material inside the
container [25]. However, similar to earlier wireless pro-
posals, this RFID-based approach could not generalize to
new environments.

The difficulty in extending wireless food sensing to
different environments is that radio signals are not only
impacted by the content of a container but also by the en-
vironment where the measurement is made. Fig. 1 illus-
trates this challenge by showing three experimental trials
in two different setups. Each setup consists of a wire-
less reader that measures the RFID’s signal and extracts
the channel response. This response is impacted by two
factors: the content inside the container (due to the near-
field coupling) and the measurement environment which
encompasses the location of the container with respect
to the reader as well as the reflections off different ob-
jects in the environment (due to the propagation of the
RFID’s wireless signal before it reaches the reader). As
a result, if either the environment or the content proper-
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(a) First Environment (E1) (b) Second Environment (E2)

(c) Authentic in E1 (d) Authentic in E2 (e) Fake in E2
(f) Learning Results

Figure 1: RF-EATS senses food and liquids noninvasively across different environments. The figure shows how RF-EATS uses unmodified
RFID stickers placed on authentic and fake alcohol-filled bottles to sense their contents noninvasively in two different environments shown in (a)
and (b). (c)-(e) plot the RFID’s wideband response from three experimental trials. Because the environment significantly impacts the measured
RFID response, the frequency spectra of (d) and (e) look closer than (c) despite that (c) and (d) are from authentic alcohol bottles while (e) is from
a fake alcohol one. (f) plots the classification output of RF-EATS’s learning model (after dimensionality reduction), where each point represents a
different experimental trial. The plot shows that trials with authentic alcohol collected across different environments are clustered together, while
those with fake alcohol are in a different cluster. This shows that RF-EATS can correctly classify contents despite the environmental changes.

ties change, the response changes (see the bottom row of
Fig. 1). This is why prior proposals require calibrating
or constraining the measurement conditions, limiting the
practicality and generalizability of their designs.

We present RF-EATS,1 an RFID-based sensing sys-
tem that is robust to environmental variations and that
generalizes well to unseen environments. At the core of
RF-EATS’s design is a neural learning model that can
learn RF features due to a container’s content and discard
those resulting from extraneous environmental changes.
For example, if the system is trained to detect adulterated
baby formula in a lab environment, it still has high detec-
tion accuracy in a supermarket-style setup with dense en-
vironmental multipath (reflections) from metal shelving
and other items on the aisles.

A fundamental challenge in training any neural learn-
ing model (including for image or text classification
tasks) arises from the need for very large datasets. This
challenge is exacerbated in our context due to the limited
availability of RF datasets for sensing. A naive solution is
to collect an extensive dataset that covers various indoor
environments and use it in training. However, such an
approach is time-consuming, inefficient, and incapable
of generalizing to unseen environments.

To efficiently generalize to different environments,
RF-EATS builds on recent advances in variational au-
toencoders [53, 33] and adapts them to RF sensing tasks.
These models are typically used to generate realistic syn-
thetic data (e.g., images of faces of humans who do
not exist). Instead, RF-EATS employs them to gener-
ate a large number of realistic multipath-affected data

1RF-EATS stands for RF-based Environment-Agnostic Transfer-
able Sensing.

from a small number of real-world measurements. To do
so, it introduces a multipath kernel function, which al-
lows it to (approximately) decompose the wireless chan-
nel into content-dependent and environment-dependent
features. Subsequently, RF-EATS can train an autoen-
coder to learn distributions of practical radio environ-
ments (i.e., reflections, position changes, etc.) by focus-
ing on the environment-dependent features. This allows
RF-EATS to emulate a large number of realistic measure-
ments and use them to train its neural classifier.2 In §3.1,
we describe this technique in detail and demonstrate how
its stochastic nature enables generalizing RF-EATS to
unseen environments.

It is desirable to extend RF-EATS’s learning frame-
work to new contents in a sample-efficient manner. For
example, if a model is trained to detect adulterated baby
formula, we would like to extend it to detect fake al-
cohol using a small number of alcohol measurements.
Said differently, we would like to harness the power of a
well-trained model on a large number of measurements
to achieve high accuracy on new tasks, without having
to train a new model from scratch. To do so, RF-EATS
employs transfer learning: it divides a multi-layered net-
work into common layers (shared by all tasks) and task-
specific layers. In order to learn a new task (e.g., detect-
ing fake alcohol), it can inherit the common layers from
a well-trained model (e.g., the baby formula model) and
only needs to retrain the task-specific layers. This further
reduces the number samples required to extend the model
to new contents, allowing RF-EATS to achieve near-

2In our evaluation, we demonstrate how this approach significantly
outperforms using the standard ray-tracing model for generating syn-
thetic multi-path environments [63].
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optimal accuracy even when the dataset from a new con-
tent is limited. We describe this model in details in §3.2.1
and show how the common layers can serve as a pre-
trained model for future classification tasks beyond those
described in this paper.

We implemented a prototype of RF-EATS on USRP
X310 software radios, and tested it with off-the-shelf
UHF (Ultra-High Frequency) RFIDs. We adapted a re-
cent wideband measurement technique which can extract
more than half a GHz of RF measurements from off-the-
shelf, passive RFIDs [40], thus providing a rich set of
features for classification. We evaluated it in seven dif-
ferent applications and with sixteen different contents in-
cluding: fake medicine, adulterated baby formula, con-
taminated alcohol, counterfeit perfume, wine aging, and
soda classification. In each of these applications, we
evaluated its ability to identify adulteration under stan-
dard contamination/adulteration levels reported in recent
cases [43, 32, 50, 17, 19].

Our results from 2048 experimental trials in 20 differ-
ent environments demonstrate the following:
• RF-EATS’s accuracy approaches 90% across most the

above applications even when tested in new and un-
seen environments. In contrast, the accuracy of a state-
of-the-art baseline [25] drops from 90%+ when eval-
uated in the same environment to a random guess in
unseen environments for half the applications.

• RF-EATS’s transfer model enables achieving near-
optimal accuracy with as little as four data samples,
demonstrating the importance of this model when the
dataset is limited.

• We show how RF-EATS’s autoencoder can be used as
an anomaly detector to generalize to contaminated or
counterfeit content even if it has not been trained on
the specific contaminant.

• RF-EATS’s accuracy is directly impacted by the di-
electric differences between the contents it wishes to
classify. We show some negative results including its
low accuracy in detecting fake extra-virgin olive oil
due to limited dielectric differences between fake and
authentic olive oil.

Contributions: RF-EATS is the first RFID-based sys-
tem that can noninvasively sense food and liquids in
closed containers and operate correctly in unseen envi-
ronments. It employs a variational autoencoder architec-
ture that can learn and generate realistic multipath envi-
ronments, and introduces a new kernel function that can
apply these generated environments to real data. It also
employs transfer learning to efficiently extend its sensing
capabilities to new liquids and food items. The paper also
contributes a prototype implementation and evaluation of
RF-EATS in practical environments.

It is important to note that RF-EATS’s performance is
directly impacted by the extent of dielectric differences

between contents it wishes to classify. This means that
if the dielectric differences are small (e.g., the olive oil
application), the accuracy degrades. This degradation is
likely to be mitigated as the dataset and learning mod-
els evolve. We also note that our evaluation focused on
demonstrating robustness to changes in the surrounding
environment while fixing the container’s material (e.g.,
glass or plastic) and shape. Despite these limitations,
RF-EATS marks an important step toward food and liq-
uid sensing in practical environments. More generally,
we hope that RF-based liquid and food sensing will fol-
low a similar trend in accuracy improvements as that wit-
nessed by vision and text learning tasks in recent years.

2 Background
Researchers have long recognized the need for moni-
toring food quality and safety. Most existing techniques
rely on measuring electrochemical and electrophysical
properties [42, 35, 65, 1]. The process involves extract-
ing food samples and placing them in direct contact
with chemical reagents and/or specialized sensing cir-
cuits (e.g. biotoxin sensors [15, 16, 27]) and is typically
done in specialized food labs.

Given the length of the food lab testing process, re-
cent proposals have considered building small sensing
circuits in hope of incorporating them inside food con-
tainers [72, 46, 62, 51, 37]. These proposals require de-
signing a customized sensor for every different type of
food or food property of interest [72, 62] or they require
coating existing circuits (e.g., LC circuits or RFIDs) with
different types of polymers to increase sensitivity to spe-
cific materials of interest [46, 51]. Moreover, many of
these sensors still require direct contact with food sam-
ples, which can lead to contaminating the food samples
and is erosive to their sensing interfaces [47, 76, 58].

The desire for ubiquitous and general purpose solu-
tions has led networking and mobile researchers to ex-
plore various mobile sensing modalities. These tech-
niques rely on different kinds of wireless signals to ex-
tract material properties such as the electric permittiv-
ity [66, 21, 23, 44, 78], surface tension [60, 71, 77], or
photo-acoustic signatures [57]. However, the reliance on
wireless signals makes these techniques highly sensitive
to measurement conditions; hence, the proposed systems
require isolating food samples of interest and placing
them in calibrated setups. This includes recent proposals
like LiquID [21], TagScan [66], and CapCam [77]. The
invasiveness of these approaches makes them unsuitable
for use by consumers before they purchase counterfeit or
contaminated food and liquid products. RF-EATS shares
the vision of this line of work but aims to develop a non-
invasive approach for food and liquid sensing.
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Figure 2: RF-EATS’s Learning Model.

3 Design

RF-EATS is a wireless system that can noninvasively
sense food and liquid products in closed containers with-
out opening them. It relies on cheap, passive UHF (Ultra-
High Frequency) RFID tags placed on the containers, and
exploits the near-field coupling between the RFID’s an-
tenna and the container’s contents. These RFIDs may ei-
ther be already affixed on the container by the manufac-
turer, or they may be attached as stickers to the container
as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 shows the overall system architecture. From the
hardware perspective (top left), it uses a modified RFID
reader capable of obtaining wideband channel measure-
ments [39, 25, 14] of unmodified RFID tags. The reader
sends a downlink signal which powers up a passive tag
and obtains the tag’s response. It performs standard chan-
nel estimation using the packet preamble, and uses the
channel estimates in training and classification.3 Note
that while our discussion focuses on a single tag, it can
be easily extended to any number of tags since it adapts
the standard EPC-Gen2 protocol.

RF-EATS can be used for various inference tasks (e.g.,
detecting adulterated baby formula, fake alcohol). Its
learning architecture consists of a neural network with
the following components, as shown in Fig. 2:
• Variational Multipath Autoencoder (§3.1): This com-

ponent takes as input a small number real-world chan-
nel measurements and outputs a large number of re-
alistic synthetic measurements. At the heart of this
component is a multipath kernel function that enables
learning representative distributions of RF environ-
ments while discarding the container contents’ impact.

• Feature Encoder (§3.2.1:) This component takes as in-
put real and synthetic data and extracts features for use
in classification. It consists of multiple layers, some of

3It relies on the channels not the IDs for the inference tasks.

(a) Line-of-sight environment (b) Multipath environment

Figure 3: Typical Ray-Tracing Channel Approximations.

which are shared among all classification tasks. These
layers may be reused as a pre-trained model for ex-
tending RF-EATS to new types of contents.

• Classifier (§4.1): The component takes as input the
features outputted by the feature encoder, and outputs
the classification results. While the variational autoen-
coder and part of the feature encoder are shared by all
tasks, this component must be retrained for each task.

The above three components together enable
RF-EATS to generalize to unseen environments (through
synthetic data from the autoencoder), expand to new
materials using small datasets (by leveraging the
shared layers of the feature encoder), and extend to
untested contaminants (by using the autoencoder as an
anomaly detector). The following sections explain these
components in details.

3.1 Variational Multipath Autoencoder

To achieve high accuracy with a neural learning model,
RF-EATS’s training dataset needs to be large and rep-
resentative of a variety of environments. Unfortunately,
collecting large datasets for every contaminant and ev-
ery multipath environment is an expensive and time-
consuming [28]. Further, even if we manage to collect
such datasets, there would remain unseen environments
which the model may not be able to generalize to.

Below, we describe how RF-EATS overcomes this
challenge by leveraging a stochastic generative model
based on variational autoencoders. The model enables
it to generate realistic synthetic data for use in training,
which increases its accuracy despite limited datasets and
enables it to generalize to unseen environments.

3.1.1 The Multipath Kernel

RF-EATS’s generative model needs to realistically cap-
ture different aspects of an RFID’s measured channel
response. Fig. 3(a)-(b) depict common approximations
of the wireless channel. In line-of-sight scenarios, the
RFID’s wireless signal arrives on a direct path to the
reader’s antenna; in multipath-rich environments, the sig-
nal arrives on multiple paths (after bouncing off various
reflectors) which linearly combine at the receiver. Math-
ematically, the RFID’s channel h at a given frequency k
is typically approximated as [63]:
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hk =

N∑
i=0

aie
−j2πfkτi (1)

where ai and τi are the amplitude and time delay of the
ith path, fk is the kth frequency, and N is the total num-
ber of paths.

This standard approximation is problematic for
RF-EATS’s learning tasks because of two main reasons:
1) it ignores the impact of the RFID’s antenna gain and
2) it ignores scattering and diffraction phenomena of ra-
dio signals. The first approximation is particularly detri-
mental since it prevents capturing the impact of the con-
tainer’s content on the antenna (more specifically, the
impact of the content’s dielectric ε). The second one is
also problematic as it results in less representative chan-
nel distributions.4 While it is possible to overcome these
shortcomings by solving Maxwell’s equations [64], this
is undesirable since it requires precise modeling of the
geometry and materials in the environment, making it
practically and computationally expensive [61].

To truthfully represent the RFID’s measured response,
we would like RF-EATS’s generative model to embrace
the complexity of the wireless channel. The model must
incorporate both the impact of the content dielectric (on
the antenna gain) and that of the wireless signal propa-
gation (due to reflection, scattering, and diffraction). We
can achieve this by expressing the overall channel as a
product of the gain G(ε, k) and the propagation P (k)
characteristics as follows:

hk = G(ε, k) · P (k) (2)

We make the following remarks:
• First, one might wonder why the presence of other

nearby objects does not impact the RFID’s antenna
gain (i.e., why it only affects the propagation factor
P (k)). To answer this question, we note that the elec-
tromagnetic interaction of antennas with different ob-
jects in the environment depends on the distance be-
tween the antenna and the objects [29]. If an object
is in the near-field (i.e., within one wavelength5), it
“couples” with the antenna and impacts its gain. If the
object is in the far-field (i.e., larger than two wave-
lengths), it impacts the propagation P (k). This is why
RF-EATS incorporates the impact of container con-
tents into the gain while absorbing environmental mul-
tipath into the propagation factor.6

• If the location and multipath environment are fixed,
then any change in the measured channel hk can be
attributed to the gain G(ε, k) and thus be used directly

4In §4.4, we empirically compare against the standard ray-tracing
model and show that RF-EATS significantly outperforms it.

5In the UHF ISM band, the wavelength is about 30 cm. It becomes
significantly smaller in liquids due to the impact of the dielectric.

6This approximation works well in practical because near-field
backscatter power decays as 1/d4.

Figure 4: Output of Multipath Kernel Function.

to infer the contents. Indeed, this is why past proposals
for wireless food sensing required fixing and/or cali-
brating their setup but are unable to generalize to dif-
ferent multipath environments.

• Similarly, if the content of a container is fixed, then
any change in the measured channel can be attributed
entirely to the multipath environment P (k). Let us say
that we measure the RFID’s channel in two scenarios:
one in a line-of-sight (LOS) controlled environment
with little to no multipath (hk,LOS), and another in a
multipath-rich environment (hk,MPATH ). The ratio of
these measurements is entirely dependent on the mul-
tipath environment and independent of a container’s
contents. Specifically:

hk,MPATH

hk,LOS
=
PMPATH(k)

PLOS(k)

We call this the multipath kernel function. For simplic-
ity, we approximate a multipath-free PLOS(k) ≈ 1.

To test that the multipath kernel indeed results in
content-independent features, we ran experimental trials
with fake and authentic alcohol in two environments rep-
resenting line-of-sight and multipath-rich settings similar
to those shown in Fig. 1. We computed the ratio of the
channel in multipath to that in line of sight, and plot the
output in Fig. 4. Since the channel is a complex number,
we plot the amplitude and phase of the ratios on sepa-
rate graphs, each as a function of frequency. The figure
shows that the ratio is indeed independent of the content
since the plots for authentic (red) and fake (blue) alco-
hol almost overlap for both magnitude and phase. This
indicates that the kernel function enables us to extract
environment-dependent content-independent features.

3.1.2 Training a Generative Model
Now that we have a mechanism to obtain environment-
dependent features from real-world measurements, we
can use them to train a generative model. The model
takes these measurements as input and generates a large
number of synthetic data representing different multipath
environments. While there are various kinds of genera-
tive models [55, 53, 33], RF-EATS employs variational
autoencoders (VAE) because they have the ability to gen-
eralize using a small input dataset. In what follows, we
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Figure 5: RF-EATS’s Variational Autoencoder.

describe these models at a high level and in the context
of our problem, and we refer the interested reader to [53]
for a more detailed exposition.

VAEs assume that the input features represent a much
lower dimensional space of latent variables. In the con-
text of our learning tasks, the wireless propagation fac-
tor is indeed caused by a small number of reflectors and
scatterers in the environment [34]. However, the reflec-
tors and scatterers change across different environments,
resulting in different channel responses. VAEs capture
this phenomenon by assuming that the latent variables
are randomly drawn from a normal distribution. Once the
underlying distributions are learned, RF-EATS can draw
new samples from them to generate synthetic data for
unseen multipath environments.

Fig. 5 shows the overall architecture of RF-EATS’s
variational autoencoder. The VAE takes as input the
channel ratios, each of which consists of a multi-
dimensional vector x1, x2, ..., xn, and outputs a recon-
struction of these features x̂1, x̂2, ..., x̂n. The model con-
sists of an encoder (which aims to compress these fea-
tures into latent variables z1, z2, ..., zm) and a decoder
(which aims to reconstruct the input from the latent vari-
ables). By compressing and decompressing the input,
the neural network aims to learn a representative lower-
dimensional distribution of the latent variables.

Formally, the purpose of training the VAE is to learn
the parameters of the neural network that can (1) min-
imize the reconstruction loss between the input x and
output x̂, and (2) model the underlying distribution of
the latent variables qθ(z|x) as a normal distribution. For-
mally, this can be achieved by minimizing the following
loss function [33]:
Li(φ, θ, xi) = KL(qθ(z|xi)||N (0, 1)) + L(x, x̂) (3)

where KL is Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is
a measure of the difference between two probability
distributions, N (0, 1) denotes the Gaussian with zero

mean and standard deviation of 1, and L represents the
L2 norm of the reconstruction loss in frequency domain.

The following points are worth noting:
• The VAE input and output are independent of the con-

tent. Hence, it can be trained on any container content
(or even on empty containers), and its output may be
used for any classification task as we explain below.

• Our discussion focuses entirely on the RFID’s chan-
nel and ignores the communication bits. This is pos-
sible because RF-EATS applies standard channel esti-
mation on the RFID packet’s preamble to extract the
channel. It also uses an out-of-band sensing technique
(described in §4.1) to obtain wideband estimates.

3.1.3 Embedding Dielectric Characteristics
Once the VAE has been trained, it can be used to gener-
ate synthetic multipath environments by randomly draw-
ing samples z from the latent distributions and passing
them through the decoder shown in Fig. 5. Note, how-
ever, that the VAE’s synthetic output cannot be directly
used to train a contamination classifier (i.e., we cannot
directly use it to train a fake alcohol classifier). This is
because output features are independent of the content.

In order to generate synthetic measurements that in-
corporate the impact of both the content and the prop-
agation environment, we need to apply the inverse of
the multipath kernel. Specifically, we need to measure
hk,LOS of an RFID placed on fake and authentic alcohol
bottles in line-of-sight settings, then multiply these mea-
surements by the output features of the VAE. Since the
generative model is capable of stochastically generating
different multipath environments, we only need a small
measurement dataset of hk,LoS to generate a large num-
ber of realistic channel measurements and feed them into
the classifier. Hence, the VAE model provides a large cor-
pus for training the classifier without requiring measure-
ments for every multipath environment and contaminant.

3.2 Extending to New Tasks and Compositions
In this section, we describe how we can efficiently extend
RF-EATS’s learning framework to new tasks and unseen
compositions or contaminants.

3.2.1 Transfer Learning to New Tasks

We would like to extend RF-EATS to new classification
tasks in a sample-efficient manner. For example, having
trained a classifier to detect fake alcohol using a large
dataset, we would like to extend it to detect adulterated
baby formula using a small number of samples. This
would enable expanding RF-EATS to new tasks using
a smaller number of measurements of the new content
of interest. To do so, RF-EATS employs transfer learn-
ing in order to transfer training knowledge from a well-
trained source domain (e.g., alcohol) to a new target do-
main (e.g., baby formula).
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Figure 6: RF-EATS’s Transfer Learning Model.

Fig 6 shows how this process works at a high level.
Recall that neural networks consist of multiple layers,
some of which are used for feature extraction or encod-
ing, while others are used for classification. The feature
extraction layers themselves may be further divided into
common layers and task-specific layers. The common
layers can be directly transferred as “frozen” layers F
from a well-trained classifier to the target domain. This
significantly reduces the number of parameters that need
to be learned for the new task, thus reducing the required
dataset size to achieve high accuracy.

Mathematically, each domain can be represented as
(Xs, ys) = {(xs,i, ys,i)}Ns

i=1

(Xt, yt) = {(xt,i, yt,i)}Nt
i=1

(4)

where Xs and ys are the observations and respective la-
bels of the source content domain, Xt and ys are the ob-
servations and labels of the target content domain, xi rep-
resents the complex channel estimate of one observation
over different frequencies, yi represents the label (e.g.
contaminated or not), Ns the number of samples in the
source content domain and Nt the number of samples in
the target content domain.

Assuming the latent space dimensionality is d, we can
represent the feature encoder and source/target classifier
as: F : Rn → Rd

Gs ◦ Fs : Rd → {0, 1, . . . , Cs}
Gt ◦ Ft : Rd → {0, 1, . . . , Ct}

(5)

where n comes from the dimension of the input data, and
Cs, Ct represent the number of classes in the source and
target content domains respectively.

After training the model on the source content domain,
we fix the weights of F . We then compute ŷt = Gt ◦
F2◦F (Xt) and minimize the standard cross-entropy loss

Algorithm 3.1 VAE-based Anomaly Sample Detection

Input: Anomalous data point xi, threshold α, trained
Encoder Eθ and Decoder Dφ

Output: Reconstruction probability PR
µz(i), σz(i) = Eθ(xi)
draw L samples from z ∼ N(µz(i), σz(i))
for l = 1 to L do
x̂(i,l) = Dφ(z(i,l))

PR(i) = 1
L

∑L
l=1 L (x, x̂(i,l))

if PR(i) > α then
xi is an anomaly

else
xi is not an anomaly

function Lt(yt, ŷt) = −
∑C
i=1 p(yt,i) log p(ŷt,i), where

yt,i and ŷt,i represent the actual and predicted label for
class i. Here, only the weights of F2 and Gt are updated,
while the weights of F remain intact.

3.2.2 Anomaly Detection for Unseen Compositions

So far, we have assumed that RF-EATS’s classifiers have
been trained on samples from all classes of interest, in-
cluding counterfeit and adulterated samples. However,
in many practical applications, we may not have access
to counterfeit or contaminated samples, or the composi-
tion/type of contaminant may be unknown.

We can generalize RF-EATS to deal with such situa-
tions by using its VAE as an anomaly detector [13, 41].
Recall that the VAE is trained to minimize the recon-
struction loss of the environment-dependent features.
Hence, if the input to the VAE encodes environment-
dependent features, we expect the reconstruction loss to
be low. On the other hand, if the input deviates from
the expected distribution, the reconstruction loss will be
high, indicating an anomaly.

To see how this can be used to detect counterfeit-
ing, consider the case of a manufacturer that creates a
database of hk,LOS measurements of the authentic prod-
uct. Subsequently, if we measure the channel hk,c of a
counterfeit product and apply the multipath kernel to it,
we obtain:

hk,MPATH

hk,LOS
=
PMPATH(k)

PLOS(k)
× G(ε′, k)

G(ε, k)

Notice how in such situations, the impact of the con-
tent does not cancel out upon applying the multipath ker-
nel, and the resulting ratio is not only dependent on the
environment P , but also on the content. Thus, if this ratio
is fed as input to the VAE, we expect a high reconstruc-
tion loss since the sample deviates from the learned dis-
tribution. In contrast, if the sample were authentic, the
ratio will be dielectric-free and the reconstruction loss
would be lower. Algorithm 3.1 summarizes the anomaly
detection algorithm using the variational autoencoder.
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4 Implementation and Evaluation
4.1 Implementation

Hardware. We implemented our design on USRP X310
and N210 software radios [11] by extending a two-
frequency excitation prototype [40]. The radios run the
EPC-Gen2 protocol and transmit two frequencies: one
high power frequency (10-31dBm) inside the UHF ISM
band and another low power sensing frequency which is
varied within 500-1000 MHz. At the sensing frequency’s
receiver, we employed a low-pass filter that eliminates
the impact of the power up frequency and added an
LNA to boost the received signal power. To reduce the
harmonics of transmission, we used a low-pass filter at
the output of the transmit USRPs. We also added anti-
aliasing low-pass filters at the input of the receive US-
RPs. The received signal is sampled (digitized) and sent
over Ethernet to a computer for offline processing.

Software. RF-EATS’s software package was imple-
mented in MATLAB and python. The transmitted query
requests the extended RFID preamble, and the receiver
averages 50 RFID responses to boost the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). The receiver decodes the response and
performs standard channel estimation using the packet
preamble. It repeats this process over 26 frequencies,
separated by 20 MHz across RF-EATS’s 500 MHz fre-
quency span. This results in RF-EATS’s feature vectors
which include amplitude, phase, and correlation across
frequencies. The multipath kernel was applied by divid-
ing the multipath-affected data by line-of-sight measure-
ment data (hk/hk,LoS). The number of datapoints used in
training the classifiers is much larger than the number of
measurements due to this combinatorial relationship.

To ensure the reliability of the channel measurements
(i.e., that the channel estimates were not significantly dis-
torted by noise or interference), we computed the corre-
lation at each frequency k as:

corrk =
∑
t

ytp
∗
t /

√∑
t

|yt|2
∑
t

|pt|2 (6)

where pt is the known preamble of the RFID packet
and yt is the received signal. We discarded points that
had very low (≤0.6). We used the python implementa-
tion of the PyTorch and Keras package [49] to implement
RF-EATS’s classifier and refiner.

Transfer Learning Classifier. The classifier was imple-
mented as a fully-connected network with 3 hidden lay-
ers. Dropout and batch normalization layers were added
to minimize overfitting. We used the Adam optimizer
and set learning rate = 1e-4, beta1=0.9, beta2=0.999,
dropout rate=0.2.

Variational Autoencoder. The encoder and decoder
were implemented as fully-connected networks with 3
hidden layers each. The dimension of latent variable was

Content Samples Content Samples

Pure Alcohol 218
Baby Formula
(uncontaminated) 95

Diluted Alcohol
(10% water) 218

Baby Formula
(Contaminated) 94

Tainted Alcohol
(10% methanol) 218

Extra Virgin Olive
Oil (unadulterated) 80

Coke 218
Extra Virgin Olive
Oil (adulterated) 79

Pepsi 218 Wine (2009) 77
Diet Coke 116 Wine (2012) 76
Real Perfume 102 Fake Medicine 68
Counterfeit Perfume 103 Real Medicine 68

Table 1: Number of Samples per Material

set to 16. We used the Adam optimizer and set learning
rate = 1e-7,beta1=0.9, beta2=0.999, dropout rate=0.2.

4.2 Dataset & Applications

We tested RF-EATS in 7 different applications and col-
lected 2,048 data samples in total. The applications
demonstrate the generality of the technique to important
real-world tasks. Below, we describe these applications,
their motivations, and how their corresponding composi-
tions were obtained. The dataset is detailed in Table 1.

• Tainted Alcohol and Diluted Alcohol. Tainted alco-
hol is an ongoing problem in many developing world
countries including China, Indonesia, Iran, Turkey, In-
dia, and Mexico [32]. Alcohol is tainted by mixing it
with cheaper methanol, and consuming it leads to hun-
dreds of cases of blindness and death every year. Stan-
dard tainting percentages range between 30-50%. In
order to stress-test for sensitivity, we prepared tainted
alcohol by removing 10% of the content of an authen-
tic bottle of GRAVES Grain Alcohol [8] and replacing
it with methanol.

• Adulterated Baby Formula. In 2008, the Chinese
milk scandal broke out after the hospitalization of
50,000 babies due to kidney damage [43]. Manufac-
tures had watered down baby formulas up to 83% and
mixed them with melamine CAS NO. 108-78-1 [24],
a compound used in making plastics. The purpose of
adding melamine (by manufacturers) was to conceal
dilution by artificially increasing protein levels. To
stress-test the sensitivity of our system, we prepared
adulterated baby formula by diluting a bottle of En-
famil NeuroPro Infant Formula - Ready to Use (8 fl
Oz) [6] with 50% water and mixing it with a higher
concentration of melamine (1g/L).

• Fake Medicine. Fake medicine is also a major chal-
lenge in many developing-world countries, leading
to dozens of fatalities every year [50]. A recent in-
cident involved fake cough medicine bottles, where
90% of the active ingredient was replaced with diethy-
lene glycol, a compound used in making antifreeze
agents [54]. To prepare such samples, we removed
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80% of the contents of a Tylenol bottle [3] and re-
placed it with diethylene glycol.

• Fake Extra-Virgin Oil. Recent studies have shown
that 69% of US-imported Extra Virgin Olive Oil has
been adulterated by mixing it with cheaper oils (e.g.
peanut oil) [26]. This can lead to health hazards for
consumers with (peanut) allergy. Standard adulter-
ation levels range between 70-80% [26]. We prepared
fake olive oil by removing 80% a bottle of GOYA Ex-
tra Virgin Olive Oil [7] and replacing it with peanut oil
from Planters 100% Pure Peanut Oil.

• Counterfeit Perfume. Counterfeit beauty products
are abound, leading Estee Lauder to confiscate over
2.6 million counterfeit items in 2016 alone [17]. Many
such products are sold online. We purchased an au-
thentic Chanel perfume (COCO MADEMOISELLE -
Eau de Parfum) directly from the supplier (160$) and
a knock off for $40 from an online retailer.

• Wine Fraud. Wine fraud takes many forms. A com-
mon one involves selling consumers wine vintages
that are dated to earlier years, artificially inflating their
price [19]. We purchased wine vintages of Castalia
Pinot Noir from two different years: 2009 and 2012.

• Soda Brand. Counterfeit soft drinks are marketed
under common brand names [4]. While it was dif-
ficult for us to purchase counterfeit soft drinks, we
tested RF-EATS’s ability to classify between common
brands: Coke, Pepsi, and Diet Coke.

4.3 Evaluation
Environments & Setup. We evaluated RF-EATS in 20
environments in total including supermarket-style se-
tups with dense metal shelving, kitchens (with sinks and
fridges), open lab spaces, offices, hallways and corri-
dors, dining table settings, etc. These environments were
fully furnished with tables, chairs, and computers. Peo-
ple walked around during our measurements, and various
wireless technologies were present (LTE, WiFi, Blue-
tooth, etc.). Fig. 1 shows two sample setups, one repre-
senting an open lab space and another emulating a su-
permarket environment.7 In each experimental trial, a
container with an RFID was placed within 10-20 cm
distance and -45°-45° from RF-EATS’s antennas. The
device powers up the RFID and captures its response.
Across our trials, we varied the measurement conditions
by changing the location of the container and the num-
ber, location, and kinds of objects/reflectors around it.
Note that even though the RFID is relatively close to
RF-EATS’s antennas,8 the richness of the multipath en-
vironment significantly impacts the measured response.

7Most of our trials (aside from the line-of-sight measurements) were
performed outside the clean open space environments.

8Beyond such distance, it is difficult to power up an RFID on liquid-
filled containers.

RFIDs. We performed our experiments with a variety
of commercial off-the-shelf passive UHF RFIDs, includ-
ing the Alien ALN-9640 Squiggle [2] and Smartrac [59]
tags. Each tag costs around 5 cents.

Ground-truth. To measure the ground truth dielectric
constant, we used a vector network analyzer, the Agi-
lent Technologies E8362B PNA Network Analyzer [5]
(price∼$20,000), and connected it to an N1501A di-
electric probe [9]. We measured the dielectric constants
across 500-1000 MHz frequency range for each content.

Baselines. Our baseline evaluation focused on non-
invasive proposals (i.e., we avoided past systems that
are invasive or require isolating liquid samples, e.g., [21,
77]). We implemented the following baselines:
• RFIQ (Gradient Boosting) [25]: We implemented

RFIQ’s gradient boosting tree model. We set eta =
0.3, max depth = 3, subsample = 0.5, and
num boost round = 128.

• VAE with a Ray-Tracing Model: We implemented
a VAE that is trained on an analytical ray-
tracing model. Specifically, rather than collecting
hk,MPATH/hk,LOS in a data-driven fashion, we mod-
eled it using the following equation:

hk,MPATH

hk,LOS
=

∑
i

aie
−j2πfkτi (7)

where ai and τi are the amplitude and time delay of the
ith path, and fk is the kth frequency. This model allows
us to generate a large number of synthetic multipath
environments and use them in training.

• Simple Neural Network: We also implemented a 3-
layer fully-connected neural network, which has the
same structure with RF-EATS’s neural network (but
without the transfer learning and VAE components).

We note the following additional points:
• Across our evaluation, the dataset was divided into a

training, testing, and validation sets, all mutually ex-
clusive, i.e., none of the containers or measurements
used in one of these sets was present in any other sets.

• We trained the VAE using measurements taken from
an RFID placed on empty containers. Recall that the
VAE is content-agnostic and general.

• Similar to standard machine learning approaches, we
extensively explored the space of hyper-parameters
and scaling functions in our training process.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Overall Performance

We would like to evaluate RF-EATS’s overall perfor-
mance in two different regimes: the first involves training
and testing in the same environment, while the second in-
volves training in one environment and evaluating in all
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(a) Training and testing in the same environment.

(b) Training in one environment and testing in other environments.

Figure 7: Overall Performance (a) and (b) plot the accuracy for each
of the applications with different experimental regimes.

other environments. In the first regime, the dataset from
all environments was mixed and divided into mutually-
exclusive training and testing sets. The split-ratio is 80%
training and 20% testing for both RF-EATS and the state-
of-the-art baseline, RFIQ.9

Fig. 7 plots the accuracy for each of the applications in
both regimes, and compares them to each of the baselines
described in §4.3. We make the following remarks:

• When trained and tested in the same environment,
most models achieve high accuracy (≥90%) across all
applications. In such scenarios, RF-EATS matches or
exceeds the performance of the baselines.

• When testing in new and unseen environments, the ac-
curacy of all the baselines drop significantly, some to
a random guess. On the other hand, RF-EATS’s accu-
racy remains around or above 90% for six out of the
eight applications, and above 83% for all the appli-
cations. Its median improvement over a simple neu-
ral network is 15.1%, over RFIQ is 26.5%, and over
the ray-tracing model is 29.0% across these applica-
tions. This shows that RF-EATS’s model can indeed
learn representative multipath distributions and gener-
alize to unseen environments.

• The neural network (VAE) trained with a ray-tracing
model achieves the worst performance. As discussed
in §3.1.1, this is because the ray-tracing model ignores

9Note that we experimented with different splitting ratios and found
that RF-EATS outperformed RFIQ irrespective of the split ratio.

Figure 8: Precision and Recall of Counterfeit Detection.

Figure 9: Accuracy vs Dielectric Differences.

important radio propagation characteristics. As a re-
sult, a VAE trained on such a model cannot capture
representative distributions and is significantly outper-
formed by RF-EATS’s approach which leverages the
multipath kernel.

Next, we would like to gain more insight into
RF-EATS’s performance as a counterfeit detector. In
counterfeit detection, it is important to understand the
impact of false postives and false negatives. The stan-
dard metrics for quantifying them are denoted by preci-
sion and recall [10]:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, Recall =

TP

TP + FN
(8)

where TP is true positive, FP is false positive, and FN
is false negative. Fig. 8 shows the precision and re-
call, demonstrating that they are of the same order of
RF-EATS’s overall accuracy.10 Note that these metrics
are not reported for soda brand application since false
positives/negatives are not meaningful in that context.

Impact of Dielectric Difference on Accuracy. Next,
we would like to confirm that RF-EATS’s performance
depends on the dielectric differences between the con-
tents of interest. We measured the dielectric of the var-
ious contents using the ground truth probe described
in §4.3.11 Because the dielectric constant changes with
frequency, we computed the following dielectric distance
metric

∑L
i=1 L (DA,i, DB,i) where L is L2norm12 and

10The accuracy plotted in Fig. 7 can be expressed as:
(TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN).

11Our measurements are provided in Appendix A.
12Note that it is possible to use other distance metrics.
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(a) Partial Implementations (b) Performance across Applications (c) Accuracy for Larger Datasets

Figure 10: Micro-benchmarks The figure plots the median accuracy as a function of the training dataset for (a) partial implementations, (b) different
applications, and (c) large dataset sizes. Error bars indicate lowest and highest accuracy for different dataset splits between training and testing.

DA,i, DB,i are the dielectric constants at i-th frequency
component of samples A and B.

Fig. 9 plots the classification accuracy as a function of
the dielectric difference for each of the tasks. The figure
shows a log-linear relationship between the accuracy and
the dielectric differences. When the difference is over
200, RF-EATS achieves 90+% accuracy. The figure also
shows that the olive oil application has the lowest accu-
racy and lowest difference of 15. These results verify that
RF-EATS’s performance is directly impacted by extent
of dielectric differences between the contents of interest.

4.4.2 Micro-benchmarks
We would like to quantify the accuracy gains arising
from each of RF-EATS’s subcomponents. To do so, we
evaluated the accuracy of partial implementations of the
overall system: (1) a simple neural network,13 (2) with
the VAE (but no transfer learning), (3) with transfer
learning (but no VAE), (4) RF-EATS’s full architecture
with both the VAE and transfer learning. Similar to our
earlier evaluation, we trained on one environment and
evaluated on the rest. Additionally, when training the
transfer learning model on a given task (e.g., counterfeit
perfume), the source domain is obtained by training the
encoder on datasets from all the other tasks.

Fig. 10(a) plots the accuracy as a function of the size
of the training dataset for each of the above models. For
simplicity, the figure only plots results for the counterfeit
perfume application . For each dataset size, we randomly
chose samples from the database for training, while the
rest were used for testing. We repeated this experiment
ten times, each time randomly choosing a different sub-
set of samples. The figure plots the median accuracy, and
the error bars indicate the maximum and minimum accu-
racies across the ten iterations.

We make the following remarks:
• Each of the subcomponents contributes to the over-

all system performance. The improvement in accu-
racy from the transfer learning classifier over a sim-
ple neural network shows that the transfer classifier
has higher start point, and VAE has higher slope and

13We also experimented with networks consisting of more than three
layers, but they performed worse. This is likely due to overfitting to the
small datasets, so we do not report their results.

Figure 11: Impact of Bandwidth on Accuracy.

asymptote. This is because when the dataset is very
small, transfer learning allows extracting well-defined
general features and can contribute more to the overall
accuracy. However, when the data size becomes large
enough, the VAE has higher accuracy because of its
effectiveness in generalizing to unseen environments.

• The accuracy gains are more pronounced for smaller
datasets. Moreover, the overall system has a smaller
standard deviation in comparison to the simple base-
line. This result demonstrates the model’s ability to not
just improve accuracy but also reduce the dataset size
required for training.

• The accuracy of each of the models increases with the
dataset size. This holds true not only for the perfume
classifier but for all classification tasks as shown in
Fig. 10(b)-(c), and it is expected because more data
enables the learning model to better train its classifier.

Next, we would like to understand the impact of the
estimation bandwidth on RF-EATS’s accuracy. Recall
that our implementation uses two-frequency excitation
to sense an RFID’s response over a wide bandwidth. To
evaluate the impact of bandwidth on accuracy, we used
the same measurements from the experimental trials per-
formed earlier, but we only provided varying chunks of
bandwidths in training and testing the learning model.

Fig. 11 plots the accuracy on the y-axis as a func-
tion of the bandwidth for each of the classification tasks.
It shows that RF-EATS’s accuracy increases with band-
width for all of the tasks. In contrast, when using a band-
width that is constrained to the UHF ISM band (26MHz)
as with a standard RFID reader, the accuracies across
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Figure 12: Anomaly Detection

most tasks are close to a random guess. This demon-
strates the importance of wideband estimation for en-
abling RF-based food and liquid sensing.

4.4.3 Extending to Unseen Compositions
Finally, we would like to evaluate RF-EATS’s ability to
perform anomaly detection as per §3.2.2. To do so, we
trained the VAE on outputs of the multipath kernel ob-
tained from all datasets except the perfume dataset. Then,
we applied the multipath kernel to both the counter-
feit and non-counterfeit perfume. Specifically, we com-
pute hak,MPATH /hak,LoS and hak,MPATH /hak,LoS where

h
a/f
k,MPATH denotes the channel of authentic/fake per-

fume in multipath-rich environments, and hak,LOS de-
notes the line-of-sight channel of authentic perfume. The
detector is provided with samples of hak,LOS knowing
that they are authentic. We set L = 1000 in Algo-
rithm 3.1, resulting in 1,000 reconstruction loss values.

Fig. 12 shows the histogram of the reconstruction loss
of authentic (green) and fake (orange) perfumes. The fig-
ure shows that the average reconstruction loss of fake
(61.2) is significantly smaller than that of the authentic
(49.2) perfume. If we set the threshold value α to 56.7,
we would obtain 94% accuracy in counterfeit detection.

5 Other Related Work
(a) RF sensing. RF-EATS is related to a large and
emerging body of literature on using wireless signals
for sensing purposes, including shape-based object clas-
sification [75, 74], radio localization [73, 31], liquid
level sensing [18], and human sensing [12, 52, 30].
RF-EATS’s goal is orthogonal to these proposals and it
focuses on food and liquid sensing. It is worth noting
that while some of these proposals can generalize to new
multipath environments, their problem statement is fun-
damentally different than RF-EATS’s because the impact
of the dielectric and multipath is not linearly separable as
explained in §3.1.
(b) Use of Machine Learning in Wireless. Motivated
by recent advances in machine learning, wireless re-
searchers have adapted these advances to a variety of
communication and sensing tasks, including end-to-
end decoding [22], signal classification [48], localiza-
tion [45, 68, 67, 69, 36], imaging [79], physiolog-

ical sensing [80], and spectrum monitoring [38, 20].
RF-EATS is similarly motivated by recent advances in
learning; however, it focuses on the liquid sensing prob-
lem and introduces new contributions that allow it to ad-
dress domain-specific challenges.

Finally, prior work on human activity sensing has rec-
ognized the problem of generalizing RF learning mod-
els to different environments [28, 80]. Existing solu-
tions require collecting datasets for each activity and la-
bel across a large number of environments. In our con-
text, this would require collecting measurements for each
label/contaminant/class across a wide variety of envi-
ronments, significantly increasing the training and data
collection effort over RF-EATS’s approach. In contrast,
RF-EATS’s multipath kernel and transfer learning ap-
proach allow it to generalize to new environments and
sensing tasks in a sample-efficient manner.
6 Discussion & Conclusion
RF-EATS marks an important step toward ubiquitous,
low-cost food sensing using pervasive networking tech-
nologies. Our evaluation demonstrated RF-EATS’s abil-
ity to deliver important applications, its resilience to
changing indoor environments, and its efficiency in gen-
eralizing to new tasks and unseen environments.

RF-EATS’s design and evaluation can be extended in
multiple ways. First, while our evaluation focused on
changes in the radio environment (multipath reflections,
positions, etc.), the RFID measurements may also be im-
pacted by other environmental factors such as the shape
and material of the container itself or even the impact of
temperature changes on the dielectric. It may be possible
to extend RF-EATS’s VAE to similarly learn the distribu-
tions of such changes and enable it to generalize to these
environmental variables as well. We note that even with-
out generalizing the model to different container shapes
and materials, it can be used as-is in the context of coun-
terfeit detection (e.g., fake perfume) since such items are
typically designed to look very similar to the original
products (but have different contents). Another valuable
extension of RF-EATS is via miniaturization. Specifi-
cally, our current prototype is relatively bulky for direct
consumer use. However, the large size is primarily due to
the use of USRP software radios and log-periodic anten-
nas for flexibility of prototyping, and can be miniaturized
in future design iterations.

As the research evolves, we hope that it can continue
bringing low-cost food and liquid sensing closer to the
hands of lay consumers to help democratize food and
product safety solutions.
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A Dielectric Measurements

To ensure there is a detectable difference between the
real and contaminated/fake products, we measured the
dielectric constants of each of the materials. We used
the Keysight N1501A Dielectric Probe Kit and E8362B
PNA Network Analyzer. We calibrated the dielectric
probe with 20°C water and performed a linear sweep
from 500MHz to 1GHz, in steps of 1 MHz. The graphs
below plot the dielectric constants as a function of fre-
quency.
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B Results of Multiclass Classification

Fig. 13 plots the confusion matrix table for multiclass
classification between all the tested contents. Training
and testing regime performed in different environments
similar to Fig. 7(b). The different rows of the matrix rep-
resent the actual class of the samples, while the different
columns represent RF-EATS’s predicted class. The over-
all accuracy is 85.8%.

A Alcohol B Alcohol+Water
C Alcohol+Methanol D Coke
E Diet Coke F Pepsi
G Olive Oil H Olive Oil + Peanut Oil
I Baby Formula J Adulterated Baby Formula
K Perfume L Fake Perfume
M Medicine N Fake Medicine
O Wine (2009) P Wine (2012)

Figure 13: Confusion Matrix
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